Overview of Westwood Station with Transit Parking

- Environmentally cleared and included in approved project
- Approximately 170 parking spaces, evenly distributed north and south of the station
- Access to transit parking:
  - South of tracks, enter/exit from NB Westwood Blvd; existing alley to remain open in NB/SB direction
  - North of tracks, exit only to NB Westwood Blvd; existing alley to remain open in SB direction only
  - South of tracks, enter/exit from SB/NB Overland Ave via Selby Ave/Exposition Blvd
  - North of tracks, enter from SB Overland Ave
- Landscaping on either side of the tracks
- Bike/Pedestrian path on the south side of the tracks
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Overview of Westwood Station without Transit Parking

- Environmentally cleared but not adopted as part of approved project
- Approximately 20 parking spaces for neighborhood residents north of tracks
  - Enter/exit from Ashby Ave via existing alley north of tracks
- Drop Off/“Kiss n Ride” area south of tracks
  - Enter/exit off NB Westwood Ave and Richland Ave via existing alley south of tracks
  - Parking only for drop off/pick up
  - Area can accommodate approximately 20 vehicles
- Landscaping on either side of the tracks
- Bike/Pedestrian path on the south side of the tracks
Options for Station without Transit Parking

North of Tracks
- Open Space within City of LA ROW = 54,000 sq ft (almost same area as a football field)
- It is feasible to adjust neighborhood parking closer to Westwood

South of Tracks
- Open Space within City of LA ROW = 23,750 sq ft
- It is feasible to reduce the length of Drop Off/"Kiss n Ride":
  - Will increase the amount of Open Space by approximately 10,000 sq ft
  - Will reduce queuing capacity for car drop off/pick up
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